
*rectivefield theory L

Outline:

I. CR from the bottom up - the unique Lagrangine for massless spirit
#CREFT: Perination of Mecay from dimensional

analysis alone

#

Massless spirit particles have 2 polarizations.A Coventz-

invariant description requires such a particle to be

embedded in the smallest Covent ep-containing spirit:
5 = 1 and j2 =1 => (2 +1) (2n+1) = 9, symmetric traceless

tensors her. (Actually, more convenient to start with trace
included and project out, so (0,0) ((1, 1.)
Fon these 10 components, we need to get down to 2

↑hysical polarizations; this will strongly constrain the kinds

o fLagrogions we can write down. It's easiest to

see the algorithm by starting first with spin-as
a warm-up.

Am: a compoets -> 3 (massive) -> 2 (massless)

can split any 4-rector into transverse and longitudinal

components: An(x) = Ar(x) +WeT(x) with 6 "AnT = 0

(proof: ("An= BT, so given Am, solve for i

This decomposition is not unique but it exists: essentially defines
Lovez gage for AT.



Let's preted we don't know about gauge invariance and
want to find a sensible Lagrangin for Am

Most general 2-derivative Lagrangian is (recall HW3):

1 = a AND An +6AES"Ar+m"At An

lup to terms which vanish after integration by parts)

Plugging in A = A" +6T. After some integration - parts,

1 = a AFTDA + nYANTAi) - (a+ b) + π - πDT

Claim: the theory is sick it at50.

compute is propagator in momention space: 175-1, so

M = Ier+h =E--7
=>i is actually to fields, but one has a wrong-sign

propagator: a ghost. After quantization, leads to negative -now-

states and non-unitary evolution. Gnd!

only way out is to have a + 6 =0, which can be written

in the more suggestive way witha = -bil,n"+m

C=-gFrENr+Im"An AM
we can now restore a fictitious gange symmetry (stickles trick)
A- A+ 8nx,π+ π-

=c =-ENFo+tm-(Ai + 2nπ)-
Only two propagating modes in Art (transverse + gauge in),
tthird (longitudinal mode is introduced explicitly with i
mass term forA =) kinetic term for i



What about massless spinal? If we try to set to,
1

the kinetic term for a vanishes, but if An couples to matte/
23 And then made gauge symmetry 5 = (n#)

"

Bad things happen if interaction term is infinitely lose than

Kinetic term. Only way out: 0f =0 up to total deivatives
=>on)" = 0. Massless spinal coupled to matter -> Conserved)"

OK, now to spin-2. Again, separate into transvest long.

her : het + GnTo+WoTn u/ jwhEO. contains rd.o.F.

Also separate in = T+ On" n/ jrTh0
- I dofo

Most general 2-deivative quadratic Lagrangian is:

C = a hwDh" +6hw6"6"("x +ChBh +d6Y"hur

+ n-Xheh- +yh)) w/h =ha

Some trick as before: after inserting transverse decomposition, look for
ters involving i her? Itebri", h> IDTL
~"(xhurh" +yhY(m(2XGEn+Vy-+ + 2yBπ-D(Y)

= Pr"(x +3) π"D"+ up
to i.6-p.

same problem, same care: need x +y =0 to avoid ghosts,
Similar reasoning fixes relative coefficients of other terms:

rvCp = EhDn -IhwOMLPha+hIY'hor-ELIh+Im"Charh"-h
Fierz-Pauli Lagrangian for massive spin-2. Strickebers trick:all teres

but mass terms are into under hot hortGadotarka, let ieth
- r

and we are left with 10-P-N=2 doof's in n and
X-1:3 doof's in The, leaving It = 3 for massless spin-2



If we blindly set n=0, we get K
↓ = hanDh"-howd'"ha+h6Y"hor-IhIh
which is linearized vacuum Finstein-Hilbert: we are on the right

track. But mass ten gave it a kinetic term. Need to make

sure this disappears when her couples to other fields.

ChurTer => OC = (wnTo+GoTTN => 2n Tr
=

0.

But this is not enough: conside C.: End
5C = wim/. If we letp -> N+πi8% and modify (to

Cz= PrthN, O(c) TUYy +WTA = ((TN) t0·

But now there we exter terms;

52 = hT8-y + (2+πn)(π-)'y)
to cancel these, need to modify transformation of hy
which means adding more terms (c) h',..
Miraculously, this process converges!
def(x ++),hw +(ysm + faa)(f3u +7sπ)(y3+h(x+π)) -or
I

other words, a general coordinate transformation

=2 c = MpiMqw+(m) (R [Terphm) +2n263)
(this is not trivial, but its true)

=>CR is the unque theory of a massless spirit particle
which couples to matter.

Thefactors of top are for dimasional consistency: (hurT=1,
so this is just like the Chiral Lagrangian Fi(DeexpCET

2



#

GR as an EFT. ↳

Let's be schematic and ruthlessly suppress indices. Rieman teson

has two deivatives Rosas vGebrex (nphae),
-

analogous to u =exp(,0πc)
CEH =MpjT/CRuT E) Ccivai: FFTrCDUT DUT
Each ten has 2 deivatives and on infinite number of

powers of he

As with chical laggion, should write down all terms consistent

with symmetry (in this case, diff invariance).

C: FEg)(MpiR +LitheRwR" tRevewRevere.Lo M

22 total decorative,
disappears in perturbationMy

C-(EhBh + p,D +- -) +L)h12h +hhB+-
Just like Chial Lagongion, his theory intrinsically contains

higher-dimasion terms even with only 2 derivations:non-normalizable
-

=>)theory must break down land needs a ur completion
at Errps. But below that, perfectly predictive

=xample: Let's look at effects of the term. We can use

Classical field perturbation theory:

equation of motion
is 1 hep BCh-hat, we T is the

everyy-moment tesor of a classical source.
(0)

Lowest-order solution is h = tp IT; tT= M53),

this is just the Newtonia potential n=pt



Peturbative solution: k

N(h + h) = -nT + iD (ham weeh" =0
in
=pB(viz+++ a(tri)

=>h: Hp uT"w i(n1
This is just be position-space classical version of Fermen diagens:

h' =
emen

h' = rm ⑱

M pu
Sow(e intoaction

(1)
h
-t. Take n=Mg, v =dist. Star Son and meanh(0)

↓to t-1030 oas-lot, which is the perihelion shift,a
↓107

Mat = 0.8x10
what about higher-order terms (? Can solve exactly w/L, and h

nH =Ct-120 Ether..... Short-age => mobsevable
There are also genuine quantum effects:

monthme corrects graviton propagator. Just like int

non-abalin sause theory, get a he(p") contribution which can't be

canceled by counterters. Four-teasfore:hel-p-K.F. Uehling potential
in QED)

ux - (1- nira-128TLtrH+...]
↑ - eMp(

↑

Classical" quartum ur completion predicts these


